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“Stride offered us the flexibility to preserve the
natural light and openness, but also to provide
employees with privacy to complete their work.”
Jeffrey Philpott, Director, Marketing, SMA America

CHALLENGE

SMA America is the world leader in solar inverter
technology and manufacturing, producing the vital
components that convert energy captured from the
sun into grid-compatible electricity. SMA had what
most consider as a “good problem to have” – they
were outgrowing their current location. The service
and repair departments needed more space, and it
was time to separate the administrative functions to
a new headquarters. Taking over the third floor of
a recently completed commercial office space with
nothing but concrete floors and exposed high beams,
SMA had only four months to finish and furnish their
new headquarters.
With their parent company based in Germany, SMA’s
Director of Marketing, Jeffrey Philpott, took some
European design cues but had several other goals for
the interior workspace design and layout. As a cuttingedge technology company, the workspace furniture
needed to have a sophisticated design, the ability to
adapt as quickly as their industry changes, and support
their environmentally focused culture. SMA looked to
the furniture and other elements within the space to
carry their green efforts forward.

SOLUTION

GAINS

SMA reviewed various office furniture systems, but quickly
landed on Allsteel’s Stride collection after visiting a
showroom and getting a sense of Stride’s green design
and aesthetics, plus its people-centric flexibility.

Since the furniture contributes to
LEED® credits, SMA was able to
responsibly furnish their new space.

As a technology leader in the renewable energy
industry, SMA wanted the office furniture to meet
high environmental standards and employee needs.
By choosing Stride, they installed a product that
is lead- and PVC-free and 97% recyclable.
“We were working with a classic commercial building,
but with a major source of natural light and great views
of a park,” said Philpott. “Stride offered us the flexibility
to choose different panel heights that allowed us to
preserve the natural light and openness, but also to
provide employees with privacy to complete their work.”
The fresh, clean design of Stride was a key benefit, but the
system’s flexibility met the needs for the various activities
within SMA’s headquarters. Stride’s versatile kit-of-parts
will allow SMA to reconfigure the furniture as their needs
change or add workstations for additional employees.

A specially designed area for the sales
team allows two team members to
sit on opposite ends of a station with
a shorter panel between them. This
provides privacy to complete calls and
bids while allowing for collaboration.
The finance and HR departments,
whose teams require quiet,
heads-down work, were placed on the
opposite side of the floor from the
marketing team that needs a highly
collaborative furniture configuration.
Private offices feature wardrobes
for storage, deep shelves for paper
management, worksurface shapes that
accommodate impromptu meetings,
and the ability for employees to
choose their workspace orientation.
Well known for industry education
and outreach, SMA chose Allsteel’s
Get Set tables and Seek seating for
their Solar Academy, a state-of-the-art
training center.
FE AT U R E D P R O D U C T S

Stride® panels and desking, Stride and
PersonaTM storage, Get Set® tables,
ExtensionsTM work tools, Sum®, Relate®,
and SeekTM seating
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E XPERIENCE

The Stride workstations offer a perfect blend of privacy and ease
of collaboration for SMA employees. By using Stride throughout
the space across a number of unique workstation setups, a
cohesive design flow was achieved from office to workstation
and department to conference room. Employees enjoy the
openness of the new space as well as the ability to easily
collaborate to get work done.
SMA understood the delicate balance needed to offset the
environmental impact of expanding to a new headquarters,
while meeting the evolving needs of a variety of different
worker types. Choosing Stride allowed the company to meet
both of these requirements. Completed within the aggressive
four-month timeline, SMA’s new headquarters in Rocklin
showcases a technologically advanced and environmentally
conscious company.

“Some European design aesthetics were carried
through, but this office really represents
SMA’s U.S. culture. Stride offers a blend of
environmental focus with a forward-thinkingtechnology feel.”
Jeffrey Philpott, Director, Marketing, SMA America

For more information about Allsteel solutions, please
visit allsteeloffice.com.
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